We kindly ask you to pay ATTENTION: hotels in Odintsovo are in active use for business and sport events; also, they are popular among
tourists; that’s why we have to make reservation and pay for the rooms much earlier than it’s usual in other cities.
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Reservation with a special price for WTKF national federations has been agreed till June 30, 2019 in the hotels: MGIMO hotel, Park Inn
by Radisson Odintsovo, Pamir Tian Shan hotel. There is a discount in these hotels, which will be valid till June 30, 2019.
Hotel

MGIMO hotel

***
Park Inn by Radisson
Odintsovo

****
Pamir Tian Shan
hotel

****

Address

143000, Russia, Moscow
region,
Odintsovo, NovoSportivnaya str., 3

Phone

Web-site

Rooms

Price
for 1 visitor
per 24 hours

Distance to
the sport hall

~ 39 Euro
+7 495 661 7181
http://hotel.mgimo.ru/

single, double

https://www.parkinn.ru
/hotel-moscowodintsovo

single, double, triple,
quadriple

+7 926 009 6453

(doubleoccupancy
accommodation)

0

~ 40 Euro
143002, Russia, Moscow
region, Odintsovo,
Nedelina str., 8

143025, Moscow region,
Odintsovo district,
Skolkovo village, Novaya
str., 100

+7 495 594 1600

(doubleoccupancy
accommodation)

1 km

~ 40 Euro
+7 499 346 01 08

http://www.skolkovo.r
u/public/ru/skolkovohotel-main/

single, double

(doubleoccupancy
accommodation)

15 km

NB: There is a possibility to add one couch in some doubles.
Prices above are for double-occupancy accommodation with 15–20% discount that was provided to the T. O. C. and will be valid till
the end of reservation. The actual price depends on how many people will live in the room and the type of the room. The price doesn’t include
breakfast.

MGIMO and Park Inn by Radisson hotels are in the nearest vicinity to the sport hall. We kindly ask you to pay attention that precedence to
be accommodated there will be given to the WTKF authorities, judges and the participants of the III Budo Conference. For people who will live in
Pamir Tian Shan hotel transfer to the sport hall and back will be provided on the day of competition.
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Procedure of booking and buying out of the rooms by national federations in MGIMO hotel, Park Inn by
Radisson Odintsovo, Pamir Tian Shan hotel:
1) Please send us your application to the e-mail: chetko2019@yandex.ru. The form of application is attached.
2) The hotel will send to the e-mail you provided a commercial offer with the conditions of booking or buying.
3) The organization pays for the rooms or provides reassurance for paying.
The deadline to send the applications for accommodation with a special price is June 20, 2019!
We can’t guarantee a special price and priority accommodation in case of receiving your application after this date.
From July 1, 2019, it is possible to book by yourself, including through the booking sites, a list of which is given below. No discounts are
available for self-booking.
According to the current Russian legislation it’s not allowed for hotels to accommodate the citizens of foreign countries without valid
Russian visa and immigration card, except for the countries which have made an agreement about visa-free regime with Russia (only
immigration card is needed). Personal information (name, passport number, visa number) should be sent to the hotel at least in one month
before arrival. Check-in time is at 2 p. m. (14:00), check-out – at noon (12:00), Moscow time. Early check-in or late check-out, breakfast, meals
and all the options besides accommodation itself are to be agreed and paid for by yourself in the hotel.
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------By yourself you can also make reservation in the following hotels of Odintsovo and Odintsovo district:
Гостиница

Адрес

Телефоны

Сайт

Цена за
проживание
1 чел./сут.

От места
соревнований

«Postoyalec» hotel

143000, Russia, Moscow
region,
Odintsovo, Svobody str.,

+7 495 590 77 98

http://hotelpostoyalec.ru/

~ 40 Euro

1,2 km

****

1

+7 495 590 74 70

Volleyball Center
hotel

143003, Russia, Moscow
region, Odintsovo,
Marshala Zhukova str.,
22

+7 495 505 58 58

«Kovcheg» hotel

143003, Russia, Moscow
region, Odintsovo,
Severnaya str., 51

143003, Russia, Moscow
region, Odintsovo,
Vostochnaya str., 10

+7 903 611 00 55

143000, Russia, Moscow
region, Odintsovo,
Vyrubovo, 111

+7 916 950 63 92

«Soyuz» hotel

***
«Vyrobovo» hotel

***
«Matveevskaya»
hotel

«Yudino Park
Country Club» hotel

****
«Lesnoy country
house» hotel

****

143000, Russia, Moscow
region, Odintsovo,
Vyrobovo,
Minskoye shosse 23 km,
3
143081, Moscow region,
Odintsovo district, Yudino
village, 1Б
143080, Russia, Moscow
region, Odintsovo district,
Lesnoy gorodok,
Shkolnaya str., 6А

+7 495 597 40 52
http://volley.odin-sport.ru/gostinitsa/

~ 25 Euro

1,5 km

http://www.hotelkovcheg.com/

~ 25 Euro

2 km

https://soyuz-odintsovo.wintega.com/

~ 25 Euro

3 km

https://www.vyrubovo24.ru/

~ 20 Euro

3,5 km

http://xn—80aafaoa0bk4cf4m.xn—
e1aggcny1b1b.xn—p1ai/

~ 30 Euro

4 km

https://ydpark.ru/

~ 40 Euro

7 km

https://www.lesnoy-ch.ru/

~ 45 Euro

10 km

+7 495 505 67 87

+7 903 612 68 03

+7 495 598-91-77

+7 927 547 95 50

+7 499 116 52 57
+7 495 984 40 40

+7 495 274 77 77

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------If you like to live in Moscow we recommend you to choose the hotels situated close to metro (subway) stations Kuntsevskaya, Kievskaya,
Fili, Yugo-Zapadnaya, Ozernaya, Michurinskiy prospekt in the Southern and South-Western Administrative Districts. It will take you app. 50
minutes to get to the sport hall (you will always go the way opposite to heavy traffic).
Please find the detailed information and make reservation: www.booking.com, www.trivago.ru, www.101hotels.ru, https://wintega.com

